Pueblo worker dies after getting trapped between two train cars
*Police said the death is being considered an accident*
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A 27-year-old man died Friday after becoming trapped between two train cars at Rocla Concrete Tie Inc. in Pueblo, according to a news release from police.

Yard workers were moving train cars when the employee became trapped. Pueblo police were called to the company, 3201 Lime Road, about 2:40 p.m, the release stated.

The department said it is standard protocol to investigate when a person is killed in an industrial incident, adding that the death is being considered an accident.

A representative with Rocla Concrete Tie could not immediately be reached for comment Friday evening.
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PUEBLO, Colo. - Pueblo police confirmed that one person is dead after an "industrial accident" Friday at the Rocla Concrete plant.

According to police, yard workers were moving train cars when one 27-year-old employee became trapped between two of the cars. That's when he was killed.

The facility is south of Pueblo off Lime Road.

The victim hasn't been identified yet. Police say no criminal activity is suspected.

Check back for updates.